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CALENDAR
Jul 11:

Saturday Build Session 1-3 pm
(Online)

Jul 15:

Monthly Meeting 7-9 pm
(Online)

Jul 25:

Saturday Build Session 1-3 pm
(Online)

Aug 1:

Saturday Build Session 1-3 pm
(Online)

Aug 8:

Saturday Build Session 1-3 pm
(Online)

Aug 15: Saturday Build Session 1-3 pm
(Online)
Aug 19: Monthly Meeting 7-9 pm
(Online)

Meeting and Build Session planning
will be discussed at the July online
monthly meeting to determine status at
that time.

Newsletter Publication Schedule
Month
2020
August
September
October
November
December
2021
January

Cut-Off (Fri Midnight) email (Sunday)
August 14
September 11
October 16
November 13
December 11

August 16
September 13
October 18
November 15
December 13

January 15

January 17

Please submit any pictures or content for the newsletter to
weaston4@gmail.com by midnight on the cut-off date for any month.

PDK Meeting Notes
06/17/2020 Club Meeting held online.
1. Buz Pezold and Mike Idacavage, from the MSM club, joined in online this month.
2. 2020 Dues: Reminder to all if you have not paid your dues for this year, please contact Art Murray
and make an arrangement to do so.
3. AtlantaCon 2020 Discussion:
- Per Art, March 2020 refunds have been sent to vendors.
- Tentative date of Nov. 24 being considered.
- Easton to put a note about same on the Web site.
- Make a decision to confirm or cancel after seeing what transpires with the Nationals.
4. CHOA Update: Jim Elmore indicated 25 kits ($300 total) have been ordered from Philip at Hobby
Town. Jim will plan to deliver to the hospital next month for their use at their discretion since no
build sessions are currently possible.
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Models for the Gwinnett Veterans Memorial Museum
http://vetmemorialmuseum.tripod.com/index.html
B-52, (1/48), Ed Sveum
B-1B, (1/48), Ed Sveum
B-17F, (1/48), Ed Sveum

COMPLETED:
MiG-21, Bill Wofford
F-4, Brian Speer

USS Skipjack (1/72), Dave Lockhart

MiG-17, Bill Johnston
B-58, (1/48), Bill Easton
F-105, Gale Brown, Bill Easton
F-117, Gale Brown
F/A 18, Jim Elmore
F-5, Jim Elmore
F-16B Jim Elmore
F-16C Jim Elmore

IN PROCESS:
F-100, Art Murray
Berlin Airlift 3-Plane Set (1/144)
Jose Morales Jr, Ray Wheeler, Bill Easton
UNASSIGNED:

A-10, Brian Mason (Plane Lost In Action)
A-10 (Replacement), Ed Hulsey

A-4 Skyhawk
A-6
F-106
F-86

Please consider building one of
these models. The museum
folks are always glad to receive
a new model for the museum
ceiling display.

All models/kits are 1/32 Scale unless otherwise noted.

CHOA
Childrens' Healthcare of Atlanta
at Egleston Hospital
Upcoming Build Sessions:
Due to COVID-19, no hospital build sessions can be planned at this time.
NOTE: Jim Elmore is currently in discussions with the hospital regarding the club donating kits fo be
given directly to the kids in the hospital for their use while no build sessions are possible. This should
be a subject for discussion at the upcoming July online meeting.
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On the "Virtual Table" - June and July Build Work ...
Two builds from
Ed Sveum
First ...
Hobby Boss 1/72 scale kit of the A-7E/H
Ed knows a bit about A-7 aircraft ... he has
many hours flying them.

Here are some photos of my completed A-7H HAF
(Greece) with tiger stripes.
I started this a few years ago and it sat waiting for me
to get the nerve to paint and decal it. It was my
selection for the "shelf of doom" contest'
The black on top and the camouflage gray (FS36622)
were brush painted with acrylic. The gray was mixed
to match the FS-595 color chip in the fan deck.
The decals were a challenge, but as it turned out, not
as bad as I expected. The tiger on the vertical tail went
down easy and didn't need any touchup. The tiger
stripes on the top and bottom of the wings and
horizontal tails were each one piece decals and fit
well. A little touch up with black paint was needed at the front of each wing and tail to make sure there
weren't any gaps between top and bottom.
The fuselage decals were the real issue. There is one
decal for each side and each fits from nose to tail. It took
a lot of finessing them into place to get everything lined
up and fitting well without tearing the decals. Then there
were some fit issues around the refueling probe and the
electrical conduits on the sides of the fuselage. It did
require carefully cutting the decals in places with a
scalpel and then touching up the yellow/orange paint.
Which meant mixing yellow and red to get the correct
shade to blend in.
(More on the following page.)
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Ed Sveum - Continued
Structurally, the biggest problem with the kit was
getting the landing gear properly installed and
secure. The fit and placement of the parts was not
the best. Accuracy wise, it looks good, but the intake
looks a little squashed.
I did not add any weathering other than a light wash
in the open panels on each side and in the wheel
wells. This was a show bird and kept looking good.

Second ...

ESCI 1/72 kit of the Panzer III Aus L, M, N

The biggest problem I had with this kit was toward
the end as I was finishing it and realized that the
Schurzen Armor (skirts) didn't fit. I fiddled with it for a
while and said enough and left them off.
I did open the engine panel in the rear and placed it
in a dislocated position with torn hinges. I added
some penetration holes on the top of the engine
compartment. I also added some detail in the engine
bay that you can see if you look close with decent
lighting. I wanted it to look as if it had been hit by
large caliber aircraft guns or rockets. It was not blown
apart, but did suffer an engine fire and was
abandoned.
(Continued on the following page.)
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Ed Sveum - Continued

I added rust to make it look like it had been
sitting for a while. The model was brush painted
with acrylics mixed to match the armor colors
(yellow, red-brown, and green) of a late war
western front tank. Rust, weathering and fire
damage were done with artist oils and pastel
chalks.
The vinyl tracks didn't fit well, but that is normal.
There aren't a lot of aftermarket pieces for these
old 1/72 models.
Also, if you look close you can see that the plastic bumps have been cut off and replaced with thin wire
grab handles on the driver access panels on the front and on the top of the turret.
1/48 Monogram kit from 1978

Stew Swartz

C-47 Skytrain
Portrayed as the plane called
"That's All Brother" that led the
other 800 C-47s over Normandy
on June 6, 1944
Finally completed!
Special thanks to Dave Lockhart and
Jim Elmore for their valuable help...
could not have finished without the info
and decals they provided.
The model suffered more battle
damage than the real one, the latest
when my cell phone dropped and broke
the left wing root AGAIN.
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Lego Tantive IV from Star Wars

1768 pieces, 24” long. No glue, paint or weathering!!
Trivia: the Tantive IV was the very first spaceship to appear in the first Star Wars (IV, A New Hope).
It was being chased by an Imperial Star Destroyer.
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Panamanian Banana Boat

This is a model repair consignment
for a lady whose late husband was
in Panama in the early 60’s.
This is a wood model. The boat
length was about 34”. I think it was
made to sail on a pond. It was
pretty beat-up. The sails were
crumbling. It cleaned up well. I
patched all the holes, repainted it
and made the sails (Robin did all the
sewing).
My advice - say no to any
consignment work. I barely have
enough time for my own models.

Pre -Work

Post
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Jim Elmore

HobbyBoss
1/48
FM-1 Wildcat V
with full invasion stripes (!)

Paint is Tamiya and Polyscale with Aeromaster decals.
Nice kit, similar to Hasegawa kits of similar subjects. Beyond the usual self-inflicted errors, the only
issues are less than clear instructions, most annoyingly with the main landing gear, and the sliding
canopy not being posable in the open position.
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Bill Easton
Su-30MKK
Trumpeter
1/72
(shown with Russian markings
for the MK "demo" version)

A very nice Trumpeter 1/72 kit.
I used Mr. Surfacer 1200 primer, then some
Tamiya and MRP for top coat locations followed
by Future, aftermarket decals, Flory Wash, and a
final light coat of Testors Dullcoat.
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FERNANDO SANCHEZ

An update on his casting
wheels experiments
Process still going.
First part was getting mold for one side using caulking. Had to destroyed containers because I honestly
didn't know what I was doing.
Second made new containers using plastic straps.
Third, added mineral oil as release agent (removing caulking from wheels was hell). Now, added
silicone for second half just to see the difference between both mediums. Will have to wait a week to
see results.
So, far I believe is better to use a harder medium as molds.
Will keep you posted.
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Sprue Snippings ...
If you run across a source that you think might be helpful to others for their modeling reference, or just for
general interest, please pass it along. For this month ...
Destroyers:
The new Tom Hanks movie, 'Greyhound' has genrerated interest in the Fletcher Class destroyer.
Stew Swartz ran across a good video on Fletcher Class destroyers in the Pacific:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=raEtQ3l0dFU
Stew also mentioned a Ukrainian model site with some interesting kits:
https://plastic-models-store.com/?spush=c3N3YXJ0ejEyNTdAY29tY2FzdC5uZXQ=

World War II Heritage Days Canceled for 2020 Dave Lockhart passed along the following:
The Commemorative Air Force (CAF) Dixie Wing is canceling plans for World War II Heritage Days on
Sept. 12-13, 2020. This includes the Hangar Dance scheduled for Sept. 12. All ticket purchases will be
refunded by Aug. 1.
Stretching Sprue:
Most modelers have their method for stretching sprue to make different thickness of plastic for antenna
wires, and other scratch building needs. However, if you are new to the hobby, this is a pretty good how-to
video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E2B3BdaDXt0
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Received from Fernando Sanchez:
I went to Wilmington, Delaware, last week for some
personal business.
Of course, I looked for hobby stores in the area. I found
this one: Simpson's Hobbies (see pictures.) Bland
building; smelly interior; owner keeps accounting in old
notebook; things everywhere. But, an owner with the
ability to talk about any and everything.
The topic of discussion? The good old days of patrons
showing up every now and then asking for models,
paints, and comparing this with that, etc.
If you can help them through buying something, I will
appreciate it. Who knows who will be the last old
fashion hobby store.
"Simpson's Hobbies. For people 2 to 100"
Bob Simpson, owner
709 Foulk Road, Wilmington, DE 19803
302-654-5022
No website (duh!). Just call.
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JIM'S PRINTED MATTERS
by Jim Pernikoff
Modeling World War II in the Pacific from Kalmbach is the sequel to their
earlier book about Europe and is being released for the 75th anniversary of the
end of the war. As usual, there are 17 interesting kit-builds including aircraft,
armor, ships and a figure, with both sides well represented. The color photos
are large (typically 6 to a page) and clear, with extensive captions. To me the
most interesting items are the dioramas at the beginning and the end; one
depicts the operation to right the capsized USS Oklahoma at Pearl Harbor,
while the other depicts one of the Lexington’s TBDs as it might look today at
the bottom of the ocean! Armor guys will like the Australian Matilda on New
Guinea and the LVT Amtrac on Okinawa. Kalmbach always puts out a quality
product, and this is no exception.
American Secret Projects 3 is the latest in this series from Crecy
Publishing. This completes the story of airlifter projects that began with
volume 2. It includes the projects that led to the development of the C-5,
KC-10, C-17, KC-46 and the new COD version of the V-22. There is a
chapter on VTOL projects, one on missile-launching airlifters, and one on all
the variations in our own C-130, including twin-engine, amphibious and jetpowered versions, the HTTB and the “Credible Sport” modification. The
many drawings and artworks might give converters and scratchbuilders some
good ideas. As usual in books like this, the designs included range from the
sublime to the ridiculous, but it’s a fun book just to breeze through.
At the beginning of 2019, British publisher Red Kite started a monthly digitalonly magazine called WingLeader. Each issue was 48 pages in landscape format, covering a variety of
topics largely on World War II and almost exclusively on the RAF. Since the editor was an artist, nearly
every issue had an article on aviation art, and there were articles devoted to model building. For those who
preferred a hardcopy publication, they published a softcover WingLeader Compendium every quarter,
which naturally had 144 pages. Unfortunately, like a lot of ambitious British publishing efforts, this one
evidently came up short and the magazine ended after the 12th issue in December. Red Kite themselves
are alive and well and putting out quite a few books; some of the magazine articles had actually been
excerpts from some of their books.
After viewing sample pages on their website, I decided to get the first two
Compendia, and they are quite nice if you don’t mind the emphasis on
the RAF. Volume 1 has these articles for modelers: a kit build of the
Airfix 1/48 Blenheim IF night fighter, with an article about the real aircraft
depicted by the model; an article on the birth of the Estonian Air Force in
1919-1926 with British, French and German veterans from WWI,
illustrated with over 20 color side view drawings; and three photo
features, on the Halifax B.II, the Typhoon (an early car-door model) and
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JIM'S PRINTED MATTERS - Continued
a captured He 177. There is also a good article on the famous
Mosquito raid on the Amiens prison. Volume 2 has 1/3 devoted to the
Dambusters raid; some of the content is common to the Dambuster
Lancaster book that I reviewed in May. It also has a kit build of the HK
Models 1/32 Do 335; an article on rigging WWI aircraft provided by
Wingnut Wings; and a photo feature on the Allison-powered RAF
Mustang I. Of course, both issues had numerous other interesting
articles.
I then ordered the other two
volumes to complete the set, and surprisingly they made it here in
time to make this month’s column. Volume 3 completes the story of
the Estonian Air Force, this part covering from 1926-1940 with 20
more color side views, now of post-WWI aircraft, and photo features
on the Handley Page Heyford and a Coastal Command Liberator that,
unusually for a 4-engined
bomber, had rocket projectile
racks fitted! Unfortunately, no
kit-build articles in this one. Volume 4 has two kit-build articles: the
big 1/32 HK Models kit of the B-25J Mitchell, and the Tamiya 1/32 kit
of the Spitfire XVI. There are nice photo features on British B-25s in
flight test, on the ungainly Vickers Windsor heavy bomber and on
Hawker Hunters in Rhodesian service. The artist’s interview is with
Roy Huxley, who did many of the classic Matchbox kit covers. All
great stuff, and it’s too bad the magazine only lasted one year.
Red Kite does have a new series called WingLeader Photo Archive,
and the first two books are rather different from each other. These
use the same landscape format as the Compendia described above,
but are saddle-stitched. No. 1 is Supermarine Spitfire Mk 1, In RAF
Service – 1936 to the Battle of Britain. This is a complete photo
history of the Mk 1 from its first squadron introduction to the battle,
showing the changes in aircraft configuration and paint & marking
schemes. You can clearly see the evolution of the aircraft with
changes to propellers, exhausts, canopies, radio masts and armor.
There are 6 full-page color three-view drawings showing the changes in colors and markings. The photo
selection is outstanding with a substantial number that I had never seen before. This one is 72 pages.
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JIM'S PRINTED MATTERS - Continued
No. 2 is Messerschmitt Bf 109E, Units in the Battle of Britain Part
One – JG2, JG3, JG26. This is more of a straightforward color &
markings book. There are pages devoted to each Staffel in each
Geschwader, with a page containing a representative color side-view,
a list of commanding officers during the battle, and plenty of good
photos, including a few in original color! There are close to 40 big
color side views in the book, and an article about the use of yellow
noses, rudders and wingtips to avoid confusion. It is 80 pages, and
the first of 3 books to cover all the 109 units that took place in the
battle.
Even with as much time as I spend on the internet (too much!), I sometimes
stumble on a book I’ve never seen before, and they’re not necessarily new.
Such is the case with North American F-86D/L Sabre Dog, which is listed as
ADC Interceptor Series No. 1 and was self-published by Chris Banyai-Riepl
(who you may recognize from the Internet Modeler online magazine) back in
2008! It is printed on-demand by Amazon and is a great reference if you like
the Sabre Dog and don’t mind color side-views (around 200 of them!) instead
of photos (only a handful). The series title is a bit deceptive; Chris covers all
the ADC squadrons one by one, but then has chapters showing similar
coverage of squadrons in the Far East, Europe, the Air National Guard
(including the Georgia Air Guard at Dobbins) and testing & training units.
There is even coverage of the 8 foreign air forces that flew the Sabre Dog,
including Yugoslavia! Like a lot of print-on-demand books, the price is high for a softcover, but this is a
good book! I contacted the author about the “No. 1” on the cover, and he confirms that he is still working on
books about the F-89 and F-94; he just needs to get “a round tuit”.
And after a long hiatus, the Publisher’s Survey is back, this time on the famous Putnam Aeronautical Series,
which is for the historian in you, not the modeler. Boy, I wish they were still in business!
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Publishers Survey – Putnam Aeronautical Series

I have always felt that a good modeler should also be a good historian. Anyone can buy a kit, assemble it,
paint it and decal it per the kit instructions, and usually wind up with a decent reproduction of an actual
vehicle. The instruction sheet or box might actually tell him/her who operated the vehicle, for what unit,
when and where, but will he/she really learn anything from that? The days of historical data on instruction
sheets have largely ended with the emphasis on multi-national instructions relying almost entirely on
symbols.
Modelers serious enough to join IPMS are more likely to bypass the kit decals and look for aftermarket
choices, look for more accurate color data, and perhaps go beyond to do a conversion or a diorama.
Obviously to do this right you need historical data, hence my assertion in the first sentence. There are
books that cater almost exclusively to modelers, those that add historical information, and those that are
exclusively historical in nature. For aviation historians and modelers, the Putnam Aeronautical series
from the U.K. filled the last role for nearly half a century. They were not intended for modelers, which not a
bit of color in sight and small drawings and photos, and yet it would have been hard pressed to find a
serious aircraft modeler who didn’t own at least one of these authoritative books. Due to the vagaries of
the British book publishing industry, the Putnam series ended in 2004, and yet the books are still in high
demand.
Putnam was long established when in 1957 they published Aircraft of the Royal Air Force 1918-1957 in
preparation for the upcoming celebration of the arm’s 40th anniversary, compiled by noted historian Owen
Thetford. The page size was a moderate 5-3/4 x 8-3/4, resulting in a thick 528-page hardcover that
resembled a textbook or library book. Every aircraft that served in any quantity in the RAF was listed,
alphabetically by manufacturer and then chronologically. There would be several pages devoted to each,
with text briefly describing the type’s development and service history, accompanied by at least one photo,
a small three-view line drawing, and a table providing basic specifications and perhaps serial numbers and
service units. Appendices added information on items such as airships, gliders, missiles and schools. The
book was well received enough that it had to be reprinted the same year, and a revised edition the following
year fixed all the niggling problems of a new endeavor and added a companion book, British Naval Aircraft
1912-1958. The series was truly off and running.
Other books of this type would be added in the coming years, notably a similar pair of books on U.S.
military and naval aircraft, and another pair on German aircraft of the two world wars. Meanwhile the
original two books were updated as needed; Aircraft of the Royal Air Force was updated no fewer than
eight times!
However, the editors were dissatisfied with the meager information that could be provided for each aircraft,
so in 1961 they published Hawker Aircraft Since 1920, which allowed those aircraft to be covered in greater
detail. Principal types were covered in multiple pages, then lesser types were done two to a page, with a
single photo and paragraph. A separate section had drawings of other types that were never built, and
there was a section on the company’s history and facilities. This was another hit, and by decade’s end,
they had added similar books on just about every other British aircraft manufacturer, from heavyweights like
Avro and de Havilland to smaller firms like Airspeed and Parnall. Since most of the British builders had
been folded into conglomerates like Hawker Siddeley and B.A.C., the full story of these manufacturers
could be told.
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Publishers Survey – Putnam Aeronautical Series - Continued

This subseries would not be limited to British firms. Boeing Aircraft Since 1916 appeared in 1966, to
commemorate the Seattle plane-builder’s 50th anniversary, though it would be a decade before similar
books were added about Lockheed, Curtiss and McDonnell Douglas; when the latter book was revised, it
needed to be split up into two books! Other countries would be represented by books on German, Russian
and Swedish companies, but many more would end up as “non-published” at the time of the series’ demise.
In the 1990s, books on commercial aviation would be added, these concentrating as much on the airlines
as on the aircraft that they flew. These were primarily the work of Ron Davies, the longtime curator of the
National Air and Space Museum, and featured some of his unique, hand-drawn maps. When Putnam
stopped publishing, he started his own house, Paladwr Press, and continued to print these until his own
demise.
Aside from these series and subseries, there were other books published on topics like flying boats, racing
planes and airships, as well as general books on British aviation history. One book, The German Giants,
about the huge R-series bombers of WWI, was wisely done on a larger page size, 8-1/4 by 11. Sometime
around 1990, Putnam decided to switch to this new, larger page size for all new books, even updated
editions of existing books. This worked well for those books with continuous text, but less well for books
with separate, encyclopedic entries like the titles on air arms and manufacturers. Coincidentally, that was
about the time that Putnam’s financial problems started, and perhaps the change to larger pages was an
attempt to increase bookstore sales by making the books more visible.
Even though there were a number of forthcoming books announced around 1990 that were never
published, Putnam started a new venture in 1997 with Putnam’s History of Aircraft, which was intended
to be a scholarly 12-volume work, done on the larger page size. Two books were to appear every two
years, and the books were to be edited, each volume consisting of a series of chapters written by experts
on the particular topics. The first 8 books were to be the basic chronological history, with the other 4 books
featuring peripheral subjects like vertical flight, general aviation and propulsion. Only 6 books, though, saw
the light of day, and the last 2 books of the core series were supposed to appear in 2004 but never did.
The six published books are very nice but are part of an incomplete project.
Putnam’s property changed hands several times in the ‘90s and ‘00s, and it appears that the last buyer
simply didn’t want to continue the line and let it die off. A large number of the books had been co-published
in the U.S. by the Naval Institute Press and others, and those books remained available somewhat longer.
Junkers Aircraft & Engines was the only book published in 2004, and that was the end. A few of the books
have been issued in updated editions by Fonthill Media, but I don’t think they own the entire line, and who
knows if many of the other books will ever reappear.
Now to the attached checklists. There are 3 pages: the first includes the books on air forces and airlines,
the second has the manufacturers, and the third covers everything else, including the History of Aircraft.
The dates shown for each book are for the last known printing; all are to the smaller page size except the
ones marked with “L”. Four books started with the smaller size but were eventually changed to the larger
size; those each appear twice for the benefit of anyone (like myself) who prefers the smaller page size to
the more up-to-date edition.
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Publishers Survey – Putnam Aeronautical Series - Continued

I took the liberty of including the never-published (NP) titles for the sake of completeness; a couple are
actually listed on Amazon, but don’t go looking for copies. I also included a few titles by other publishers
that are similar in scope and obviously inspired by the Putnams; two are actually a continuation of a series
started by Putnam.
When looking on the used book websites, you can often tell how new the editions are by the appearance of
the depiction of the dust jackets. The early books typically had three horizontal bands on the front; the
upper and lower were in the same color and included the title and author’s name, the middle generally had
a single black-and-white photograph. Around 1987, the covers became much more colorful; the new
design featured a single, wraparound artwork that started on the front and went around all the way across
the spine to the back. Square or rectangular boxes on the front and spine had the book title and author’s
name; a similar box on the back usually had a brief review of the book. All the books that were revised or
reprinted in the smaller page size had been changed to the new dust-jacket style by the time of the demise.
The books published in the larger page size after 1987 also had a wraparound artwork, but also a silver
band across the top that had the title and author information. Here are three different editions of Aircraft of
the Royal Air Force showing the three styles used on the dust jackets:

These are the 1979, 1988 and 2003 editions, respectively, the first two being in the small page size and the
last being in the larger size. The last two are both listed on the checklist; the 1988 edition was reprinted
without change in 1990. As stated, I chose the 1988/1990 edition because I did not care for the larger page
size, though of course that meant giving up 15 years in revisions, which I didn’t really mind.
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Publishers Survey – Putnam Aeronautical Series - Continued

The Putnam’s History of Aircraft titles have covers resembling the last cover above, but with narrower silver
bands. They only ever appeared with a single cover design per title.
You will find that some Putnam titles are fairly plentiful and are available at reasonable prices, while others
are extremely rare and fetch ridiculously high prices! (I have been looking in vain for a reasonably priced
copy of Aircraft of the Spanish Civil War for years, so far without luck.) All I can say is to check all the used
book sites, including Amazon, AbeBooks, Alibris and eBay, and maybe you’ll be fortunate.

The checklists listed in this article are in the second file attached to this email:
Putnam Aero Series.pdf
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To get this application in online "editible" form, go to
http://www.ipmsusa3.org/uploads/ipms_application_form_2019.pdf
Enter your information, print out the form and mail.

Applications should be printed and mailed to: IPMS/USA, PO Box 1411, Riverview, FL 33568-1411

